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EDITORIAL
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
During this period where most of us are cut off
from our normal range of activates, the recent
upturn in solar figures has come as a relief.
After many months of low activity, we have
found plenty to keep us busy. Although there may
not have been much in the way of DXpeditions, the
higher flux figures have provided plenty of longer
distance propagation.
There has also been a wide range of contesting
activity on offer. The three CQWW weekends were well supported. At a more local
level, RSGB contests included the three AFS events and another series of the HQP
days which seem to have been as popular as the first. February sees the start of the
new season of 80m Club Championship evenings. So there’s no reason to sit punching
the TV remote in the hope of finding something interesting to watch!
I should also mention the revamped UK/EI CW Contest that took place in January.
It looks as if the organisers, apart from managing to find a relatively uncrowded date,
have hit a winning format and judging by feedback and the large entry, this will be a
popular addition to the calendar.
The social side of our hobby has always formed an essential balance to many
solitary hours spent in the shack. Unfortunately, it seems that 2021 is going to be yet
another year that will deny us the pleasure of visiting rallies, conventions and the
various get-togethers. Elsewhere in this Digest you will find details of how CDXC is
planning to address this situation.
Reporting on DXpeditions has always formed a major contribution to the Digest’s
pages. The absence of this activity is a major reason why we have felt compelled to
reduce it to four issues a year – hopefully, only for the time being.
Despite that, I hope that you will find this issue contains some interesting reading.
 There are reports on two DXpeditions – TX0T and Z66DX – both conducted
under challenging conditions;
 Tim, M0URX tells us about the Bespoke OQRS Service which provides an
efficient and adaptable way of handling the varying requirements of
QSLing;
 For me, particularly, a very interesting piece by David, G3UEG on the latest
ideas on matching and feeding our antennas. It’s even prompted me to
think about retiring my MFJ-259, rather rusty after much outdoor work,
and opting for all the advanced features of one of the newer devices;
 From 2001, a reprint of an abortive DXpedition to 4S7-land by Phil, G3SWH
showing that officialdom and a run of bad luck can destroy all that careful
planning.
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TRANSMISSION LINES
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL
A belated Happy New Year to all members. Your Committee has been working on
a number of initiatives so I have much to report.
The first involves a new Awards Manager.
Bob, MD0CCE has done an outstanding job
over the past eight years and has evolved the
process into a professional and robust
method of adjudicating the three CDXC
Challenges and managing our other awards.
On behalf of all members we have
‘presented’ Bob with a plaque thanking him
for this tremendous contribution.
Regrettably, I had to post the plaque to him
rather than present it in person, but Bob tells
me it is already on his shack wall.
Derek, G4XEE is our new Awards Manager and by the time you read this he will
have completed his first task – that of adjudicating the 2020 CDXC DX Marathon.
Thanks are due to both Bob and Derek for a smooth hand over.
Club Log is an important part of our recording and adjudicating process for the
three CDXC Challenges as well as being an invaluable resource for DXers world-wide.
CDXC has made a donation to the running costs of Club Log for many years and this
year is no exception: we have donated £500. Michael, G7VJR sends his grateful
thanks to CDXC from the Club Log team.
The next piece of news involves the CDXC 2021 Convention, AGM and Annual
Dinner. We have reluctantly decided that the uncertainty surrounding the lifting of
COVID-19 restrictions for large social gatherings is such that we cannot commit to go
ahead with this year’s face-to-face meeting. As you will see elsewhere in this Digest
we will hold on-line voting for the AGM in the same manner as we did last year and
are hosting the first ever CDXC on-line Convention on the original 8th May 2021 date.
We hope as many members as possible will join the on-line Convention and we will
open it to non-members too. Please put the date in your diary now. As for the dinner,
I’m afraid you will have to organise your own this year!
Finally, a new initiative for the Club. Real-time reporting of band conditions and
DX on the Reflector has been a bone of contention for some while. Following a
suggestion from member Paula, K9IR we set up and trialled an instant messaging
system using Skype for real-time DX chat. Elsewhere in this Digest you will find details
of how to join in. It’s free so why not try it out.
Conditions are slowly improving and 2021 should see us having more fun on the
HF Bands. FT8 and FT4 are proving that paths are open at unusual times and rarer
DXCCs are there to be found on all modes. 10m is showing signs of life after what
seems an eternity, and there are new rigs with Sherwood-topping performance
appearing on the market. Maybe it’s time to treat yourself to some new kit as
compensation for the misery of 2020? Do look at our advertiser's pages – they are
great supporters of CDXC.
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NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Callsign

Name

QTH

2E0OBO

Bob Blackman

Edingthorpe, Norfolk

2E0MWD

Michael Day

Ramsey, Cambs

EA4OR

Ignacio Rubio

Madrid

EI5KF

Erik Carling

Dromahair

EI5KO

David Sherwood

Wexford

EI8KN

Roger Greenglass

Dunhill, Waterford

G0JHC

Neil Carr

Preston

G0OOR

Tony Jex

Norwich

G0UCF

George Knox

Hove

G1TPA

Tor Lovas

Reigate

G3YYP

Mike Costello

Mundesley, Norfolk

G4CCN

Chris Young

Reading

G4CXT

Malcolm Bell

Saxmundham

G7IRN

Mark Scott

Wadhurst

G7CYQ

Eddie Hornby

Stevenage

GM0OPS

John Dundas

East Kilbride

GM7VSB

Jason O’Neill

Ardrossan, Ayrshire

M0CUK

Mark Slade

Chaddleworth

M0MDS

Mike Field

London

M0JND

Jim Philips

Bexhill

M0WBN

Richard Cranston

Lincoln

M0XTF

Tony Francis

Beccles, Suffolk

MI1DLB

Robert Getty

Ballymena

MM0NDX

Col McGowan

Larbert

MMOXXW

Martyn Whyte

Edinburgh

W9EWZ

Robert Urban

Wisconsin

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC member
Andrew Coathup, M1KMC
Our thoughts are with the family and loved ones
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CDXC 2021 CONVENTION AND AGM
Members will recall that we had to cancel last year’s CDXC Convention due to
Covid-19. We successfully held the AGM by way of an on-line vote and agreed with
the venue to roll our event forward to 8th May this year. I don’t think any of us dared
to believe that by now we would still have major restrictions imposed by the Covid
pandemic. But we have.
At the time of writing there remains much uncertainty regarding the ongoing
situation with respect to large social group meetings. We have thus reluctantly
decided we cannot risk going ahead with a face-to-face Convention this year. But all
is not lost; here is what we propose in its place:
2021 AGM
We will run the 2021 AGM as an on-line vote in the same manner as we did last
year. Papers will be posted on our website by Friday 30th April 2021 and voting will
close at 23:59 on Friday 7th May 2021. The results will be announced the following
day. The formal announcement for the AGM appears elsewhere in this Digest. We
will remind members by email nearer the time.
2021 CDXC Convention
We will have an on-line Convention hosted on Zoom on the afternoon of Saturday
8 May 2021 starting at 14:00 BST. We have lined up four excellent talks (see below)
and will allow time for Q & A after each one. The event will be free to all members
but you will have to provide your own tea and biscuits! We will have capacity for
every member to ‘attend’ but would like to encourage non-members too. If you
know someone you think would be interested please encourage them to register
once we open the event up. There will not be a charge for non-members.
th

Full details of how to register and the event timetable will be on our website
nearer the date.
We recognise this is a poor substitute for a face-to-face meeting but on the plus
side it will enable a greater number of members to join in – especially our overseas
members.
Support
An on-line Convention is a new experience for the Committee and I would like to
acknowledge the help and suggestions from David, G7URP who runs the Norfolk ARC
weekly on-line meetings. It would be helpful however to hear from any member who
is au fait with running large meetings via Zoom. Please contact any Committee
member if you think you can offer your experience.
2022 Convention
Our venue, The Link Hotel in Loughborough, has been most understanding and
has agreed we can roll the deposit we paid over to next year. We are in the process
of finalising a 2022 date with them and will announce that as soon as we can.
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All those who rolled their payment over to this year will be offered the option to
roll it again to 2022 or to have a full refund. Please let the Treasurer know if you
would like a refund. 73 Chris, G3SVL – Chairman

CDXC 2021 AGM
In cancelling the face to face 2021 Convention, AGM and Dinner, due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, we will have to make other arrangements for the 2021 AGM.
Our Constitution states “The Annual General Meeting shall be held between 1st
May and 1st August” and it is your Committee’s view that it would be better to
arrange it now rather than delay and risk being foiled again by Covid restrictions.
Our considered decision is to proceed in a similar fashion to 2020 and provide the
AGM papers on the CDXC website and to ask members to vote on those items for
which we need approval. We will allow one week- for the vote which should be
adequate under the present circumstances!
The following papers will be available on our website from 30th April 2021 when
voting will open
 Minutes of 2020 AGM
 Chairman’s report
 Secretary’s report
 Treasurer’s report
 Accounts (to include Auditor’s report)
 Proposal for 2021 / 22 Committee membership
 Proposal to appoint the Auditor for 2021/22
There will be four votes required – and members will have the option to vote ‘for,
against or abstain’. By using our existing Wild Apricot platform we can ensure rigour
in the voting process.
The four votes required by the Constitution are:
 To approve the minutes of the 2020 AGM
 To approve the accounts
 To elect the 2021/22 Committee
 To approve the Auditor
Voting will remain open until 23:59 BST 7th May and we will entertain questions
from members during that time. Questions and their answers will be uploaded to the
website pages (subject to the member concerned giving permission)
We will announce the results at the on-line convention on May 8th and publish
them on-line later that day. A report on this AGM will appear in the August Digest.
We will email all members on 30th April to alert them of the papers uploaded and
remind them of voting arrangements. Tony Bettley, G4LDL, Secretary.
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AROUND THE BANDS
DON FIELD G3XTT
Back in lockdown with more time on the radio. The RSGB
Hope QSO parties have been in full swing again although I
haven’t been taking part. And DXpeditions are on the back
burner once again, despite our hopes last autumn that things
might be getting back to normal by this stage. Nevertheless, it
seems our Polish friends of the Rebel DX Group still have their
eyes on Bouvet. This from their Facebook page on January 4th:
“Some members of the Rebel DX Group have arrived in Cape
Town, South Africa. The Bouvet (3Y0I) trip is on track. Still some
budget is missing but we are hoping to get some of the missing
$$$. For your information, we will not apply for financial support to any DX
Foundation or big Clubs as their conditions are not acceptable to us for a trip to one
of the most wanted DXCC entities; and one of hardest places to go on our planet".
Bookmark www.facebook.com/rebeldxgroup for updates and more information,
including the direct link to the 3Y0I Bouvet Island Expedition page on GoFundMe.
I find it interesting that they are unhappy with conditions imposed by the bigger
clubs and DX Foundations. Surely it’s not unreasonable to ask for certain conditions
to be met in return for handing over cash! I would not consider CDXC’s conditions to
be onerous, for example, asking for some publicity and an article for our Digest after
the event. Yes, we also ask for uploads to LoTW and some DX clubs ask that their
members get priority with QSL cards but why shouldn’t the clubs make some
stipulations, however rare the target entity?
I have been pretty active during January, albeit only on 20, 30, 40 and 80, but I
guess that’s where most of the action is at the moment. 40 and 80 have been in great
shape, as I mention later. I’m hoping to be on for the CQWW 160 CW Contest at the
end of the month – I surprised myself last year by making over 900 QSOs despite
missing the first night. Leading UK stations were up around the 1500 QSOs mark,
which would have been unheard of on Top Band a few years ago but I guess it’s a sign
of increasing interest in contests and the lack of sunspots encouraging LF activity.
FT8 and FT4
May I be forgiven for returning to the subject of FT8 and its fellow modes,
particularly as our RTTY columnist admits to not being familiar with the WSJT suite of
programs?
I got myself back onto FT8 in December largely because JD1BMH was active again
and spending quite a bit of his time on the mode. I needed this one on 80 and 30m.
In the event, this proved to be a good move, working him on 30m one morning when
the band was wide open to the JA area. I stayed on the mode, letting it run on one PC
while working on my Practical Wireless articles on another, putting around 1500 FT8
(and FT4) QSOs in my log between January 1st and 20th. Yes, to answer those who
say the PC does all the work, the PC does indeed do much of the work. However, if
you leave things entirely to your PC (albeit logging the QSOs and restarting the
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transmit sequence manually – I haven’t tried to automate that part of the process
yet!), you will definitely lose out. For example, there are times when a station being
worked simply fails to come back to you and it’s necessary to abandon the QSO. You
can wait until your transmitter times out but better to cut and run. And there are
times when another station lands on ‘your’ frequency and, while FT8 has some ability
to decode multiple transmissions on the same spot in the passband, better to move
to a clearer spot to allow your signals to be decoded down to a lower level.
The revelation came, though, when I decided to play with FT4. The procedure is
exactly the same as with FT8 but QSOs are completed in half the time, which is a
great boost to throughput (although it makes it harder to concentrate on other
activities while leaving the PC to make QSOs!). And because there are fewer folk
using FT4, it’s easier to work DX – one of my first QSOs on the mode, for example, on
20m, was our good friend VP8LP. And although FT4 doesn’t dig as deep as FT8, I still
managed to work both JA and W around midday on 40m, and FR early evening.
I should mention that although FT4 was developed primarily for contesting (to
replace the, now very dated, traditional RTTY?), it is perfectly satisfactory for day to
day operating. That said, one of the reasons I have been giving it a whirl is that I
(foolishly?) volunteered to run the RSGB Contest Club station G6XX in one of the
upcoming FT4 events!
Recent Activity
Which brings me nicely to the way the bands have been. My main operating of
late has been on 40 and 80m, on all modes as it happens, if only because I have taken
part in all three legs of the RSGB AFS contests on behalf of the Bristol Contest Group.
In AFS CW I was pleasantly surprised mid-afternoon to be called by my good
friend Bob W9KNI in Oregon on 40m, with a good signal. But, then 40m has been in
great shape all month, with JA workable from around dawn until late evening with no
break and the USA workable from early evening through until early the following
afternoon. That has been my experience on FT8 at least (!) but, equally, in the
Wednesday afternoon (1300 to 1400) CWT events, East coast US stations have been
audible on 40 CW throughout the operating period.
And even on 80m JA and ZL stations have been workable until well into daylight.
All, presumably, a result of the low winter absorption and lack of sunspots to
otherwise energise the ionosphere. The higher bands have not been in such good
shape, despite the appearance of some sunspots late in 2020. But we should at least
be on the road to our next maximum.
Apropos of which, at least some pundits are now claiming that this will be a good
one, possibly matching those great cycles of the 1950s and 60s. Who knows? Time
will tell – for too many CDXC members this could well be their last or last but one
cycle so let’s indeed hope it proves to be a good one. The truth is, we won’t know
until the next cycle peaks and then starts to decline but in the meantime, check out
this link:
https://tinyurl.com/y4yrb553
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Incidentally, and just reverting to what I was saying about FT8 and FT4, it’s
interesting that many of the UK stations I worked on those modes (and the same may
well be true of other nationalities but it happens to be the UK ones I looked up on
qrz.com) say on their qrz.com page that they are exclusively, or almost exclusively,
data modes operators. I can understand that many of them maybe don’t know or
don’t operate CW but why not SSB? Interesting. But there again, I have noted a
bunch of YB stations making it into my FT8 and FT4 logs – more, perhaps, than I have
worked on the other modes in a long time. And in this case the underlying factors are
probably inability to operate CW, lack of spoken English and, to cap it all, noisy urban
and limited operating locations.
6m
It’s unusual to be mentioning 6m at this time of the year but there was an
interesting opening on January 15th when UK stations were able to work both into
the Middle East (A6 and 9K2) and across to North America. Double-hop Es in the
winter? Maybe. But certainly not an opening that we would have expected.
Propagation is, indeed, endlessly fascinating and unpredictable.
Radios
And finally, Yaesu’s FTdx10 looks very interesting, apparently based on the
FTdx101, which, as we all know, leads the Sherwood table for close-in dynamic range.
The FTdx10
has just the
one receiver
and lacks some
of the other
facilities of its
big brother but
at less than
half the price it
looks very
interesting and will no doubt prove popular. It’s hard to believe the receive
performance will match the 101, given the price of the FTdx10, but I feel sure we will
all be checking the Sherwood site in due course to see what the verdict is, especially
in comparison to the similarly priced rigs from Icom and Kenwood, the IC-7300 and
TS-590SG.
As for the K4 from Elecraft, this still does not appear to be shipping, despite
having been announced at least 18 months ago. With the K3 no longer being
manufactured, Elecraft must be suffering, although I believe the KPA1500 amplifier is
shipping in reasonable numbers and, of course, the KX2 and KX3 are still available.
What did come as a surprise, though, when I looked at the Elecraft website, was that
the K2 is still available in kit form. I have always rated that radio, at least for CW, but
it’s quite an old design now. We certainly enjoyed using K2s from Africa for several
years with the Voodoo contest group, one per band. When N6AA joined us one year
and brought along the first K3 most of us had seen, we relegated it to the mult
station because it looked far too complex!
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CDXC REAL-TIME DX SPOTTING & CHAT
PAULA, K9IR, CHRIS, G4FZN & CHRIS, G3SVL
The CDXC Reflector has been in use for more than a decade and is a great
resource for members. It is quite amazing how much technical and operating
knowledge exists within the membership of the Club. But there is one topic that
divides users: should the Reflector be used for time-sensitive DX announcements?
For those who take the daily Reflector digest, the answer is emphatically ‘no’, but
others find it useful.
Our Reflector rule is that there should be some additional information included
rather than just the station and frequency posted – otherwise the CDXC closed
cluster should be used. But the cluster does not allow much in the way of additional
information or questions / feedback and chat about live conditions or DX.
With the growth of multi-platform instant messaging systems, we are launching
CDXC Real-Time DX Spotting hosted as a Skype chat session and identified as
‘CDXC_DX’. We believe this tool will provide the unique advantages of quicker and
complete real-time spotting and band openings information – not just spots but also
details like last worked frequency and other time-sensitive information. It permits
instant feedback too. Information is propagated immediately via the internet and
your device (phone, tablet, PC etc.) can be set to give audible alerts of new messages.
The table below summarises the utility of each existing CDXC community.
Media
channel:

Current Used for:
users*

Not used for:

Reflector

544

All Club, technical and DXrelated topics

Real-time
activities

Facebook

243

All Club, technical and DXrelated topics with an emphasis
on images and videos

Real-time
activities

Twitter

253

Largely an outward facing
vehicle for Club promotion

Real-time
activities

Closed
Cluster

variable Real-time spots with little
additional information

Chat or verbiage

CDXC_DX

n/a

Information you
would post to the
Reflector

* as at 20th December 2020
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Real-time spots with added
content (e.g., QSB, your noise
level, where they’re listening,
their operating style, unusual
band openings, sound clips etc.
etc.).

It should be clear from the above that the real-time advantage of Skype chat will
complement rather than replace the communication channels we already have in
place.
The suggestion to set up this system came from member Paula, K9IR and is based
on the system she successfully set up for the Northern Illinois DX Association
(NIDXA). Paula and Chris, G4FZN set up CDXC_DX as a Skype chat group and a trial
involving eight members1 has been testing the system since late December. This has
refined the instructions on how to set things up, how to join and other useful tips.
These are available on our website by following the link on the Homepage
(cdxc.org.uk)
We have been asked why we chose Skype – particularly in relation to WhatsApp,
which so many already have installed, or newer apps. The reason is that WhatsApp
limits a group to 250 people which would be insufficient if all of our members wanted
to sign up and as for newer apps, Skype is available world-wide and supported on
many platforms.
Skype can be available simultaneously on several devices; for example, you can be
logged into the chat on one or more PCs/laptops and your mobile phone or tablet at
the same time - all using the same Skype account. Skype works on all major operating
systems (Windows/Mac/Linux/Android).
We think this is another benefit for members and we hope as many as possible
sign up. It’s free so there’s nothing to lose!
Screen shot from the
testing sessions:

1

The test team were:
K9IR & G4FZN plus
G0KOM, G3SVL,
G3UEG, G3UML,
GM4FDM & M0KNR
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TATAKOTO – OC298: TX0T 2020
CEZAR TRIFU, VE3LYC

Tatakoto was first sighted in 1774 by
two Spanish navigators who
independently landed there on Oct 29,
the same day I reached it in 2020.
Located about 1200 km from Tahiti,
toward the NE edge of the Tuamotu
Archipelago, the atoll is the only island of
the IOTA group OC-298. About 14 km in
length and 3.5 km in width, it has one
large island to the north and 65 islets to
2
the south, with a land area of 7.3 km . The first missionaries built a large assembly at
its NW corner, while a small monument called Pitou sits close to its NE end. Tradition
says that you must reach the latter in order to claim that you visited the atoll!
The main island had three settlements at one time, but one of them was ravaged
by the Spanish flu and abandoned in a hurry, while a second one was later vacated
too. There are 260 people now in the village of Tumukuru. Homes are built of
reinforced concrete, with steel roofs to withstand occasional cyclones. The road to
the airport, as well as others across the village are also made of concrete, as locals
drive small trucks and vans up and down to do their chores. Besides working on
government financed projects, including airport maintenance and large boat
anchorages, locals are harvesting copra, go out fishing, grow vegetables, but also
invest recently in bee hives and vanilla. The atoll is crowded with crabs, lobsters, and
famous for its huge density of large clams, maintained through repopulation efforts
after intense harvesting.
Alain (FO5RH) has been a resident of Tatakoto since 2004. As a result of frequent
power grid failures that damaged his equipment, periods of activity alternated with
large periods of inactivity. Despite him having logged many contacts from there over
the years, island chasers were still awaiting for the first operation since the atoll
become part of a new IOTA group in June 2019.
The activity from Tatakoto took place between Oct 30 and Nov 5, 2020. My
equipment included an IC-7000 with KPA-500 and a multi-band wire vertical. The log
lists 5817 QSOs with 3738 stations in 99 DXCCs on six continents. About 30% of
contacts were on 40m, over 18% on 30m, 22% on 20m, almost 29% on 17m, and 1%
on 15m, with 95% of the QSOs on CW and 5% on SSB. The continental distribution of
contacts was AS 26%, EU 30%, NA 38%, SA 3%, OC 2%, and AF <1%. The top six DXCCs
by QSOs and number of stations were K, JA, I, F, DL, and UA.
I would like to thank the administration of the Commune de Tatakoto for
allowing me to carry out this project and providing the necessary
accommodation. Puhia, Christian, Ludo, Pierre, and Emanuel are much
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appreciated for their help and support throughout my stay. I also wish to thank
George (VE3GHK) and Adrian (KO8SCA) for the technical support.
I acknowledge the sponsorship received from Island Radio Expedition
Foundation (IREF), European DX Foundation (EUDXF), German DX Foundations
(GDXF), Swiss DX Foundation (SDXF), DX News, CDXC: The UK DX Foundation,
Clipperton DX Club, and Southeastern DX Club (SEDXC). I am very grateful to
Bob/KD1CT, Mel/AB6QM, Toshi/JM1PXG, Chuck/N6FX, and Ted/K8NA for their
exceptional support, to the top donors DL4KQ, I2YDX, JF4VZT, JJ8DEN, K0DEQ,
OE3WWB, ON4IZ, N4WW, PT7WA, SM3EVR, SM3NXS, SM5LNE, VE7QCR, W1JR,
W5VY, W5ZPA, W8JRK, and many others for their assistance.

Showing the flag

Entrance gate of the Tumukuru village

The amazingly beautiful lagoon

Post office building
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Z66DX – ACTIVATING KOSOVO UNDER SPECIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES
WERNER HASEMANN, DK9KH
In December 2019, when
Wolf, DM2AUJ, and Günther,
DL2AWG had the idea to activate
the Republic of Kosovo, nobody in
Europe knew about Corona. A few
weeks later, the situation around
the globe had changed
dramatically as we all know.
The house was already
booked; the licence with the
special callsign Z66DX was issued.
The team with six operators was
completed. Just a few days after
we arrived from our HU1DL-activation, we were faced with the corona lock-down.
Most of the announced DXpeditions in 2020 had to be cancelled,
Of course we asked ourselves, shall we do it or not? Eight months to go, but who
knew at that time how the pandemic situation would develop? Cancel or not? With a
lot of optimism in the background, we decided to follow our plans, always having in
mind that we wouldn't lose too much money if we should have to cancel the
expedition in October. 30.000 QSOs with six operators manning two or three stations
was our target, a little bit ambitious under the sunspot-situation that time.
I was responsible for the antennas. The lock-down gave me plenty of time to plan
and construct antennas for our needs in Kosovo. I modified the well-proved rhombicloops we were using in El Salvador and learned much about matching vertical-arrays
for 40 and 80m. Our plan was, to come together with the team and the intended
equipment for a real-situation test of the technique, the software and the operators.
We had to wait until the end of July before we were allowed to come together in
Thuringia. After three days we felt well prepared for the expedition but still unsecure
about that what would be in October. The number of Corona-infections in Kosovo
was permanently observed. Until September they were far below the numbers that
were present in Germany.
With that in mind and with the OK of our doctors, we booked our flights just two
weeks before. One of the precautions we took was to fly business-class. At the
Pristina-airport, Leart, the owner of the house, gave us a hearty welcome and
arranged the transfer to his house. The house with six rooms and a fully equipped
kitchen was situated about 20km from Pristina in a hilly area, which looked a little bit
like Thuringia. The garden there with more than 3.000m² was more than sufficient for
our antenna-farm. On top of that, we also got permission to use the neighbour’s
gardens, which belonged to the family. We had around 80m of fiberglass-masts with
us. So we built up two full-size verticals for 80m, a top-loaded vertical for 160m,
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rhombic-loops for 20/15m and 17/12m and later a rhombic-loop for 40m. The
20/15m loop was switchable into a 40m vertical antenna. The folded-beam-antenna
for 6 to 20m was not working satisfactorily during the first week but we solved the
problems during the second week.

Antennas and takeoff to the West

Operating setup

The time was too short and the number of helping hands was very limited for
more antenna work. So we opted to install the beverage-antennas and the verticalarrays. The shack was big enough for three operating positions and social distancing
for the operators was no problem. In addition to that we had to operate with open
doors and windows. The IC 7300s and the K3 together with 600 to 1000 watt
amplifiers did their job in all modes. They were connected in a local network running
the UCX-log software with daily update to Club Log. As promised, we concentrated
our activities in particular on the low bands but were surprised by moderate to good
conditions on the higher bands, especially on 12m. 40m performed outstandingly.
Almost 8000 QSOs were made
on this band, impressive for us
also 80 and 160m where we had
4000 and 1600 QSOs.
respectively The relation
between the modes shows us,
that we were preferring the
traditional modes CW and SSB.
Only 30% of our QSOs were
made using digital modes.The
worked-continent statistic
shows us that North America
was hard to reach, although we
did our best. Europe, just in
front of us, was easy to work on
L/R – DL4AMD, DM2AYO, DL2AWG, DJ9KH,
all bands, day and night. A
DL3APO, DL9GFB
number of hams asked us to
show up in the CQWWDX-contest as a good multiplier. We did so and ended up with
1700 QSOs. The total number of 33.000 QSOs is far more than people expected from
us and was ahead of our 30k target. With six operators, under the actual sunspot17

activity situation, we are more than satisfied and we would like to thank all our QSOpartners and of course the sponsors for making this result possible.
You will find more pictures and information on our homepage www.Z66DX.de
Some words about our Corona-precautions: we all came from areas with lowinfection rates and most of us had seen their doctors before leaving. We were
travelling business-class and were well equipped with disinfectants. In Kosovo we
were living quite isolated and we had almost no personal contacts. We followed the
local safety instructions and of course we never felt as heroes – we knew about the
risks. And not to forget, with DL4AMD we had a physician with us. Last but not least,
we all were negative tested after returning home.
Sadly, at the end of December, Franz Berndt, DL9GFB became a Silent Key. As
well as operating at Z66DX, he had been a long time DXpeditioner over many
years

THE BESPOKE OQRS
TIM BEAUMONT M0URX
QSL management today is quite different to the days of paper logs and licking
stamps on envelopes. In fact, since I started the "United Radio QSL Bureau" in 2007 I
have seen huge changes in trends which have led to a big lack of understanding of
today's QSL world of Online QSL Request Systems (OQRS) and log uploading.
Do you remember the thrill you used to get when receiving a QSL card from a
QSO far away? A recent thread on the CDXC Reflector made me realise that so many
of you have forgotten that thrill, I saw comments about how they can't understand
why we still send QSL cards with LoTW, eQSL and other forms of electronic awards.
You may not get that thrill anymore after 40+ years but others do, there are many
newly licensed amateurs on the bands enjoying the thrill of DX'ing and exchanging
physical QSL cards as you once did in years gone by. So, don't be surprised that it is
still a thing today to exchange QSL cards.
Times move on and so does the way we are able to exchange cards. We
introduced the very early versions of our OQRS for the VK9MT and TX3X expeditions
on their websites in 2014 and 2015. After much development and collaboration with
Pista HA5AO, Charles M0OXO, and myself Tim M0URX we called it "The Bespoke
OQRS" But what is OQRS? I get a lot of emails from people very confused about what
OQRS is, not just from newbies but also from experienced DX'ers and DXpedition
Teams.
OQRS has changed the way we all require more from a QSL service and much of
the time the user is unconsciously demanding features that are very new to the DX
community.
So OQRS is an Online QSL Request System, a tool with a lot of features to request
your card from the DX. There are many OQRS systems out there, Club Log has one
and is the one you will all be familiar with, but QSL Managers and some DXpedition
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teams want extra back-end features, that at the time The Bespoke OQRS was
conceived some features were not available elsewhere.
Band Activity Module & Real Time Log
Although real time logs for DXpetitions are nothing new, you may recall several
DXpeditions that have tried several platforms including DXA and others, all work very
well, despite what you might believe if you read comments from clusters or our own
CDXC Reflector. Having worked and tested to destruction both DXA and our own
"Band Activity Module & Real Time Log" which connects to OQRS by using the N1MM
Gateway, I can confirm that these applications do work extremely well. However
here in the UK we are so used to fast high speed internet access that we as radio
amateurs fail to appreciate that internet access via satellite telephone is still
unreliable particularly in areas of high latitude. The reason for this is that the
satellites that orbit the Earth are barely visible to the equipment down in the
Southern Ocean certainly not for 24/7 log uploading. Until we get many more
satellites in space, that situation will continue for some time to come.
I cannot tell you how many emails I get asking "Why is the log not live? In this day
and age it should be!" - blaming me and the DXpedition when it is their lack of
understanding of what the real issue is.
Then you also have to understand that the local network between Station A and
Station B on site may have high vegetation between the Wi-Fi links making the signal
patchy. It is very important that all team members understand that during generator
re-fuel times and rest breaks the operators must know how to check that their
station is connected to the local server and working!! This has been a major issue for
all expeditions. Although they might not recognise the problem, as a QSL manager I
see it when I upload the log.
With all this in mind The Bespoke Real Time Log has a built in "buffer" so that if it
cannot connect to the server it will save the QSOs locally and the "buffer" will then
send the QSOs to the OQRS when connectivity is back live.
OQRS Configuration
Each DXpedition will want something different from the QSL policy whether that
be a varying cost of the QSL exchange or a variation of Direct, Bureau or LoTW
combinations. This we can do by providing configuration options for the OQRS.
Express LoTW
Some DXpeditions where the costs of the expedition are very high, often consider
using the Express LoTW mode within the QSL request options. This does not replace
other QSL methods. But DX chasers often do not want the direct QSL, don't want to
wait for the LoTW upload, but would be happy to donate a fee to the team for a
reward of an Express LoTW upload. OQRS sends the Qs automatically ready for a
daily Express LoTW upload. So this option was added by request of the DX chasers
not by the DXpeditions teams but both get something out of it.
Donor Management from Excel
This function is very important to most DXpeditions, as they often have a huge
list of donors that they ask us to send a free direct QSL and send an Express LoTW
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upload. By collating the donation data from PayPal to Excel spreadsheet, we can
upload this Excel file directly into OQRS which populates the QSL direct, address and
LoTW fields on OQRS for the QSOs for those donors. To do this manually for about
1,600 call signs would be a huge task. This way the OQRS and LoTW can be updated
in seconds.
Not in Log
Emails, emails and more emails are a huge issue for the QSL manager, so for ALL
logging issues if you find that you are "NIL"! then you can click on the "Not in log"
button on the log search and fill in the form with your QSO data. This form gets sent
to my work queue where I can investigate logging issues directly in OQRS. This saves
me having to wade through endless lines of unwanted text in emails; I can fix the
issue send a reply to the claimant and on to the next enquiry. One request is allowed
for the same station and for the same DXpedition log. The best practice is, if not in
log then work again or wait for the end of operation before completing and sending
the log check request form.
The most common NIL emails we receive are because the user has ignored the
"Last QSO in the log: 17 Nov 2020 23:45 UTC" data on the log search. Always check
this, if your QSO is after this date and time, then you must wait for the next log
update.
Fast-Incoming Bureau QSL Process
The Bespoke OQRS has a "Fast-Incoming Bureau QSL Process" so that the QSL
manager can quickly get through thousands of incoming Bureau QSL cards. However,
we do encourage everyone NOT to send QSL cards through the Bureau for
DXpeditions, Contest or Special Event Stations and for all other call signs check
QRZ.com to see if the recipient wants to receive Bureau cards.
In the UK, I as a QSL manager am NOT permitted to send DXpeditions Contest or
SES QSL cards through the RSGB Bureau that are not for RSGB members. We need a
huge change in culture here, especially from German and Japanese hams to reduce
waste, and our labour time; this will also vastly speed up the Bureau system.
Statistics
On hand for the QSL manager we also have an extensive Statistics page for each
callsign. This can be provided upon request by the DXpedition for their analysis.
Batch Bureau ADIF Request
Many expeditions also ask us to provide free QSLs to members of a Foundation
or Radio Society in return for a large donation to the DXpedition. This is provided by a
single "Standard ADIF" file from the Foundation, which we can process as a "Batch
Bureau ADIF Request" which adds the society to the "QSL Via" field and we can then
print out the labels and send the final cards direct to the Foundation HQ for
distribution as a thank you for the donation.
SWL
Listening Is still a very important part of Amateur Radio despite the migration of
the broadcast stations on shortwave. A large number of SWL requests are received
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for every DXpedition and these are managed by email. Once verified these can be
added to the OQRS using "Add New QSO" function on the ADMIN tools. The SWL QSL
is then queued ready for the next label print run.
We can also limit or expand what the user sees on the OQRS / Log search using a
"Log search Configuration" here we have many options:
Enable Log search, Disable OQRS, Disable Statistics, DB Maintenance, Update
Stats, Show Band Activity, Date/Band, Year/Band.
Disable Repeat Bureau Request
It is fact that many QSOs get multiple repeat Bureau QSL requests. Maybe the
user forgot that he requested before and is still waiting. Or maybe he thinks that
because he hasn't received the card from when he requested the Bureau QSL last
month he will request it again. So, we have blocked the user from making repeat
Bureau requests for the same QSOs. This should relieve the bureau system of the
waste of multiple requests.
Postal Address
Whilst some OQRS use the PayPal address for the mailing address we do not. On
the Bespoke OQRS we have a form to enter your address. Our system enables only
English characters especially because of machine reading. All languages using special
characters must understand this as this will help maximise delivery chances. Two
countries come to mind, USA sorting machine DIXIE wants to read the delivery
address in a particular format and if it does not see that format the letter often got
returned to sender. Our form puts the USA in its correct format. Most Japanese
PayPal addresses are in Japanese language characters; the big problem with that is
sorting machines cannot read Japanese. Very few letters are handled by humans now
as sorting machines do the work reading the letters for routing.
Website www.M0URX.com
One of the important parts of modern QSL management is to have a website that
will be updated with all the latest news from the stations that you are managing and
a place for DX'ers to find answers to any question they may have,
The result for all this development for me a s QSL manager is that my workload
has been reduced by hundreds of hours for every DXpedition, even the very largest
DXpeditions can be managed by one person from log upload to QSL delivered to your
door in a very quick time.
The most important function of the United Radio QSL Bureau is for all United
Kingdom QSL Managers to work together to reduce costs for everyone and to advise
and help those amateurs whether they are planning a one-man DXpedition, a small
team or a full-blown top 10 most wanted DXpedition. We have a QSL management
plan for each with different levels of support and for those bureaus managing their
own activities access to our mailing account which gives discounts on QSL mailings to
all destinations around the world. We hope that this will attract other teams
worldwide to join us.
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THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI
Before I embark on this short column, a very Healthy and
Vaccinated 2021 to all those that read this column. Back in
Lockdown again, so a few more months before we can get some
antenna work done. Even the SFI has sunk again, 73 when
checked today, so that was short lived too.
Besides a lack of DXpeditions, a lack of good propagation, and
winter weather, I trust that there is something to look forward to,
but what and when? I just read that Dayton is cancelled this year again, and I
guess Friedrichshafen will be too.
The Data Scores Table.
Call
SM6CVX
N3SL
PA3FQA
IK0OZD
DJ8NK
W3UR
YO9HP
GM4FDM
G3KZR
G5LP
PA3EWP
G3XTT
YL2KF
G3SVD
MW0CRI
GW4SKA
VU2NKS
GU0SUP
WA4JQS
G3LDI
G3TXF
W3ACO
VP8NO
G3YYD
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Name
Hans
Steve
Dick
Tony
Jan
Bernie
Alex
Tom
Ian
Lionel
Ronald
Don
Vilnis
Andy
Dai
John
Nand
Phil
Tony
Roger
Nigel
Rich
Mike
David

RTTY
349
346
339
337
337
336
332
323
322
321
313
311
306
305
304
302
299
298
283
268
262
253
252
251

ARRL

Digi

339

202

325
323

326
201

300
263
288

202
273

251

251

Call
G8APB
GW3SFC
G3SBP
G4OBK
G3YQA

Name
Chris
Al
Dave
Phil
Frank
M0VAA/M7V
Gerry
G7SSE
John
ZL3PAH
Phil
G3YJQ
Fred
M0KCM
Ian
G1VDP
Chris
G3PXT
Gordon
G8GNI
Andrew
G6NHU
Keith
G3VGZ
Brian
GM3PPE
Mike
G4PDF
Bob
G3UEG
Dave
G8APB/M0A Chris
M0NKR
Andy
G3EKJ
Dick
M0VSE
Phil
G3VPS
Peter

RTTY
250
238
235
234
225
216
211
211
207
182
178
168
160
152
117
95
54
0

ARRL

Digi

290
277

236
190

224

232

211
203
247
180
205
189
249
138
208

177
232
129
205
195
244
151
208
159
149
147
120
79

I didn’t really expect any feedback this time but I have had a few:
First to give me some feedback and in fact for the first time is Bob Copeland
G4PDF. I work Bob fairly regularly in RSGB SSB contests and cannot resist the
temptation to refer to him as a file! Sorry Bob, you must get fed up with that. Still I
still have those who get my call in the wrong sequence and refer to me as G3LID.
Bob says:
I think this is my first time of writing to you regarding the Digital Table. I'd like to
add my modest score (from a very modest set-up) to that table; I assume this to be
HF-only, 2-way worked, minus deleted entities. My tally is ARRL (LotW): 138, RTTY:
54, Digital (Clublog): 151. I've never wanted a Creed or ITT electro-mechanical
terminal in my shack, although I use then at work from the early 'seventies, but I did
build a BARTG 'ST5MC' terminal unit which I used with a (then new) Sinclair ZX
Spectrum 48k computer with parallel port UART adaptor - wasn't that thermal printer
paper dreadful? ah, nostalgia is under-rated HI.
73 es Gd DX. Bob Copeland - G4PDF
Ian G3KZR has updated with a small change.
Ian M0KCM increased his scores, especially digital. I guess it is all the FT8 activity
this last year or so. Lockdown can be productive!
Tom GM4FDM wrote:
Confirmed a new one for my Digital totals during the month Roger. I received a
paper card from FS/F4EGE. I have been trying for years to work St Marten on RTTY,
but although having done so several times, I never ever got a confirmation, but a QSO
with FT8 brought forth a paper card. So that’s my digital total confirmed up to 326
(323 on RTTY and 3 on FT*). Sadly I have failed to get a card out of T2 on RTTY.
I hope these are correct Tom! I have entered them as you sent them.
Mike GM3PPE had a small increase too.
Tony WA4JQS had quite a number of digital Qs to add.
John G7SSE had a number of digital new ones. He obviously finds more activity on
the FT modes!
Phil G4OBK sent this:
Just a handful of RTTY QSOs since reporting last to you in October. The activity on
data for me has been predominantly FT8 and FT4. I noticed FT4 has become a little
more used on the 30m band around 10140 KHZ. My best catch on 30m was on FT8
though – this was JD1BMH on Ogasawara during his time there in December. Harry
went QRT on 9th Jan and I was very lucky to work him on 80m CW during last few
hours there for a new band slot.
FT8 on 160m is very popular and I can understand why - the many amateurs these
days who don’t use CW can more easily raise their DXCC totals using MGM when it’s
nigh impossible to do so on SSB. Top band FT8 is productive – I’m currently trying to
work FR4DN and TT8SN for all time new ones on 160m, so far without success. I’m
reluctant to call stations unless I get consistent decodes at least every other interval.
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FR4DN has been flaky the few times I have heard him and I haven’t had a proper go at
TT8SN as he only seems to come on for short periods in the evening or at unsociable
hours for me - around 0400-0500z!
60m has continued to provide new countries using FT8 – recently for me TR8CA,
9J2BS, XE1KK and V51WH, but I don’t include this band in the scores I submit to you.
I’m seeing less UK stations operating above the 5357.950 KHZ, outside our part of the
band. The only two I have seen did not have an email address listed in QRZ.COM, so I
was unable to offer friendly advice by suggesting they stay within the band limit.
Lockdown continues at G4OBK allowing plenty of time for operating!
LogthenPop macros.
A while back, in fact a long while back, I tried these macros for a RTTY contest.
Looking at Larry K8UT’s video it looks quite straightforward making use of this neat
feature. Unfortunately, stations do NOT call in any sort of order; neither do they hang
around waiting their turn! It would be nice if they did, but despite trying a few times,
I could not use it. It might be different if it was a major international contest and
being used by a needed mult, but under normal use from a mundane UK station, I
could not see an advantage.
I would be interested to hear from anybody that has been able to make good use
of the LogthenPop set of macros
F1 Run CallCQ,{TX}{enter}CQ {MYCALL} cq {RX}
F2 Run Exch, {TX} 599 {EXCH} {EXCH} {EXCH} ! K{RX}
F3 Run End,{TX}{Enter}TU {MYCALL} qrz? {ENTER}{RX}
F4 Now...Grab, {TX}{Enter}! {LOGTHENPOP} TU Now.. {F5}{F2}{RX}
F5 HIS CALL,{ENTER}{TX}!
F6 MY CALL, {TX}{MYCALL} {RX}
F7 QRZ,{ENTER}{TX}QRZ? {MYCALL} k{ENTER}{RX}
F8 AGN PSE?,{TX}{ENTER}agn pse {RX}
F9 MY NR OUT X 3,{ENTER}{TX} NR {EXCH} {EXCH} {EXCH} OK?{ENTER}{RX}
F10 REPEAT EXCH,{ENTER}{TX}! {F2}{ENTERL}{RX}
F11 Grab, {Grab}
F12 Wipe, {Wipe}
F1 DE G3LDI,{TX}{MYCALL} {MYCALL} K{ENTER}{RX}
F2 S/P EXCH,{TX}{ENTER} TU 599 {EXCH} {EXCH} {EXCH} K{RX}
F3 TU,{TX}! TU 73 {RX}
F4 MYCALL,{TX}{ENTER}{MYCALL} {MYCALL}{RX}
F5 PSE RPT,{TX} AGN AGN DE {MYCALL}{ENTER}{RX}
F6 NOT IN LOG,{TX} NOT IN MY LOG - PSE QSO AGN{ENTER}{RX}
F7 MY EXCH AGN,{TX} {EXCH} {EXCH} {EXCH} BK {RX}
F8 AGN PSE?, {TX}{ENTER}AGN PSE {RX}
F9 NUMBER?, {TX}{ENTER} NUMBER? {RX}
F10 UR CALL PSE?,{TX} PSE RPT YOUR CALL ONLY{ENTER}{RX}
F11 Grab, {GRAB}
F12 Wipe, {WIPE}
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In olden days of yore, when the UK had
only a handful of G stations on RTTY, we
used to be insanely jealous of some of the
US stations who had a Model 28ASR. It was
always my dream in the early 60s to own
one, but never did.
Of course “macros” had a different
meaning then, using an endless tape loop in
a Creed 6S7 auto sender. The 28ASR had all
these facilities built in of course and
different loops served as different F keys!
I miss all that stuff, including the day
servicing and oiling the 7B prior to the contest, the smells, the noise (pardon?) and
the stack of paper rolls. However, it is probably a good idea to have it consigned to
history!
I have also probably annoyed the contest purist because I have constructed a
User History file for N1MM and I use it in the data contests. I feel a sense of
satisfaction and camaraderie and it does not detract too much from the exchange. I
have a feeling that some of those that complain about an extra . In the exchange will
now be having an explosion of expletives at that thought! But what the heck, in these
days of Covid, life can be very short!
Input for the column.
I have had only one person submit information this time and that is Gordon
G3PXT. He sent a list of what he has worked, plus a picture of his Tree Antenna
Farm!
Antennas from top to bottom.
2e 6m quad with 2e 144mhz quad inside.
Then 3e 4m siro
Boxes containing mast head pre-amps
Then G7FEK ladder line for 20m 2x have
waves in phase
Then 40m dipole full size
Bottom ae 80m dipole full size with ends
bent back on them, self
supporting vertical 5/8 17m, but can tap
coil at base for other bands
All aerials are matched. All antennas are
below 1.5 1 swr.
Coax is west flex or RG213 with switch
box at base of mast which is 20ft to rotator.
The rotator is a Spid RAU.
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So far in 2021 it took just three days to work my first 100 DXCC.
DX so far:
6m
9A2DI, CT1IUA, E76C,EA 3 4 5 7, EA6VQ, HA2NP, ITALY, LA1CO, LZ1AG, OZ4ACK, SM, SV2DCD, SV2JL, YL2LEB
10m
SP2HMM,
15m
4Z4DX, 5B4AAB, 9A3GDR, CX3DDO, ES1KK, EW1ADF, K1BZ, OD5VB, RA9AMO, V31MA, ZS6LKF
17m
7Z1AL, 9Y4DG, A45XR, A71DD, A92MM, BD7OXR, CE3BT CE5NK, CO2RQ, CX8DA ER5DX, FR4OO, HL5BLI,
J73WA, LU7BCS, PY2IQ, PY5JO, R9HAK, TA1CQ, TF8B, TR8CA, WP3C, XE2X XP3A, YB1RUS, ZS4JAN,
20m
4J7FM, 4L1R, 4S6NCH, 5Z4VJ, 6Y5APM, 8P6QA, 9M2TO, 9Y4DG, AP2TN, BD6RN, BX5AA, C02RQ, CO8LY,
E25ETT, E25KAE, FG5GP, FR4OP, HC6IM, J69DS, J73ESL, JA3DAZ, KP2B, NP3DM, OA1F, OY1CT, PJ2LS, PJ4DX,
PP5DZ, PY2NZ, PZ2YT, R9OY, S79KW, T77B, V31MA, VK1HX, VK6KC, VU2ORQ, XE1CQ, XP3A, YC9ELS, YS1RR,
YV5JLO, ZL3RIK, ZS6HBE
30m
5B4AAB, 9K2HN, C31VM, T77BL T77C, JA0EOK, TA7AEK, TF3IG, TF3JB,
40m
3D2AG/P, 8P4JB, 9G5FI, 9Y4DG, A45XR, A65DR, A71AE, BA5CJ, BG0BBS, CE6KL, CO2OY, CO7MTL, E24OYI,
FK8HM, NL7V ALASKA, NP3DM, PY1SX, V31MA, VE2GG, VE2DA, VK2DA, VK4BFQ, VK6ML, VU2UZD,
VU3WEW, XE2EI, YC1BEI, YN1Y, YV5DRN, ZA/IN3PPH, ZF1RC, ZL3IO, ZS2DLF

Gordon is extremely active every day and it shows!
JT Modes
WSJT-X 2.4.0 TO INTRODUCE NEW DIGITAL PROTOCOL Q65
WSJT-X version 2.4.0 will introduce a new digital protocol called Q65, which,
according to the Quick Start Guide, is designed for "minimal two-way QSOs over
especially difficult propagation paths." The Guide said, "On paths with Doppler
spread more than a few hertz, the weak-signal performance of Q65 is the best among
all WSJT-X modes. Q65 is particularly effective for tropospheric scatter, ionospheric
scatter, and EME on VHF and higher bands, as well as other types of fast-fading
signals."
The new protocol uses 65-tone frequency-shift keying and builds on the
demonstrated weak-signal strengths of QRA64, introduced in 2016. User messages
and sequencing are identical to those in FT4, FT8, FST4 and MSK144. Q65 employs a
"unique tone" to sync time and frequency. "As with JT65, this 'sync tone' is readily
visible on the waterfall spectral display," the Guide said.
"Unlike JT65, synchronization and decoding are effective even when meteor pings or
other short signal enhancements are present. Transmit/receive sequence lengths of
15, 30, 60, 120 and 300 seconds are available. According to the Guide, "Q65 will
enable stations with a modest Yagi and 100 W or more to work one another on 6
meters at distances up to ~1,600 kilometres at most times, in dead-band conditions."
If anybody has used this mode, please let me know what you think of it.
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FT8
Alan G8OO recently received an email like the one below. Gordon G3PXT has
been chasing this for a while.
FT8SP is a new (2020-11-01) diploma program for licensed radio amateurs from
all over the world. The program relies on reaching connections with FT8/FT4
emissions with radio amateurs from Poland. For foreign stations the points are
awarded based on reached and confirmed connections with the Polish Voivodeships
(Provinces). Stations from Poland (SP) are awarded points for reaching connections
with foreign stations.
In the FT8SP program’s terms and conditions there are several categories of
participation listed, which I hope is what makes this program attractive for amateur
radio enthusiasts.
I kindly invite you to participate in the FT8SP program, sending your logbooks with
FT8/FT4 connections.
Also, please take time to read our terms and conditions
(https://ft8sp.org.pl/articles.php?article_id=1) as well as our FAQ
(https://ft8sp.org.pl/faq.php?cat_id=2).
If you are not interested in our program, by sending your logs you can help
participants gain their points.
The logs can be sent via this website (https://ft8sp.org.pl) after you register your
account and log in. Please do not send your logs as an attachment to an email.
Obviously, partnership in our program is free of charge.
Your email address was obtained from QRZ.com base. It’s a one time notification,
therefore in the future I will NOT BE sending you more invitations to FT8SP Program.
BARTG
The usual Sprint75 in the autumn has now been replaced with a Sprint PSK
BARTG Sprint PSK63 Contest2021 - Sunday 19th September 17:00z to 20:59z
This new contest replaces the September Sprint75 RTTY contest and uses PSK63.
It is round four of the four contest series for the single operator championship.
All logs MUST be received no later than 7 days after the contest.
Please read the rules for full details.
Logs must be submitted in Cabrillo format. A sample structure can be viewed
HERE.
The RTTY activity has shrunk over the last few years with the poor propagation so
it was decided to replace it with a PSK contest, hoping that more people would take
part. The time and day are still the same.
Please send reports and pictures to roger@g3ldi.co.uk
73 de Roger, G3LDI
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IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT OF AERIALS AND
COMPONENTS
DAVID GOULD, G3UEG
This article will cover the functionality and
usability of two pieces of test equipment,
primarily the Rig Expert AA55 Zoom, but also the
Peak Atlas LCR45 impedance meter. I did a
review of the Rig Expert AA54 nine years go in
February 2012. Technology advancement and
improvements in the price/performance ratio of
electronic devices have brought about increased
capability at reasonable prices.
I also own a NanoVNA (Vector Network
Analyser) and this could be used for the same
purposes. f it was being used indoors on a bench I would be happy using it. However,
I personally, was not happy about using the NanoVNA in the field. First, I was worried
about hanging a heavy coax off an SMA connector (with an adaptor). Secondly, being
a 2-port device it is much more capable than is needed for my purposes and as a
consequence the User Interface is much more complex. Thirdly, I found the screen
less easy to see in bright sunlight. Later, I will include a few measurements between
the NanoVNA and the AA55 taken from my OCFD dipole as measured in the shack for
comparative purposes.
OCFD antenna planning
Having more time on my hands last year, I decided to design and build a new
multiband elevated vertical aerial. For the last couple of years I have been using a
much bent OCFD (off centre fed dipole) which covers 80m to 10m with an ATU where
necessary. It has worked pretty well but I have always wondered what its radiation
pattern was on the various bands and what I was losing in some directions. I have
always liked the idea of 360 degrees of azimuth coverage of an elevated vertical,
even accepting there would be some loss in some directions where the OCFD had
peaks in its radiation pattern.
This new project being multiband meant that one of the prime requirements was
the need to measure the impedance of the aerial at its elevated feed point.
Previously, for single band aerials I have used accurately measured half-wave lengths
of coax (or multiples of) to enable me to measure the feed impedance of an aerial at
ground level. This is just not practical for a multiband aerial. The aerial is also going to
need some matching networks, so I would also need to measure inductors and
capacitors to a reasonable degree of accuracy, some of which might be quite small
values
Using the Rig Expert AA55 Zoom
Doing some research I looked into the Rig Expert AA55 Zoom which is the
successor to the AA54. It has a significant number of new additional features that
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would be useful, so I purchased one. This model operates from 60KHz to 55MHz, but
there are other models in the range that go up to VHF and UHF frequencies. You can
think of the AA55 as single port VNA optimised for aerial work and also
measurements of associated coax cables. It is robust with the main connector being a
standard SO239 socket. Despite the increased functionality, the user Interface has
only changed very slightly, so it is still easy to operate in the field. The screen is now
in colour, making it much easier to see. However, the main new feature, as far as I
was concerned, was that it can now be calibrated (using the usual "open", "short"
and 50Ω load" terminations) at the far end of a piece of coax, enabling
measurements to be made at the aerial feed point, even when 25ft in the air. By
switching the calibration in or out you can take measurements either at the SO239
socket on the device or at the alternative calibration point.
To give some context of practical usage, I will describe some of the processes I
went through by considering a simplified version of the aerial I wanted to build
covering just the 21MHz and 24MHz bands. First I calibrated the coax I was using to
connect to the aerial. The aerial is physically designed and built for 21MHz. To take a
measurement, the first thing is to specify the centre frequency and range (+/- nn)
over which the measurements are to be taken. To start with, you might want to begin
with a scan range that is wider than the band itself to allow for any effects the
environment might have on the modelled design - for example 21.225MHz and a
range of +/- 500KHz. Having done a scan to produce a SWR chart [see pic 1] the
previous AA54 model only allowed you to shift the centre frequency up or down. The
new Zoom facility now allows two additional on-the-fly adjustments. The first of
these allows you to change the range of the scan as well. The vertical SWR scale is by
default 0 - 10, the second additional adjustment allows you to adjust the vertical
scale, so if the SWR is only below, say 3, you can zoom in to get better definition.
These three Zoom adjustments allow you to home in accurately on any area of
interest and it applies to all the chart screens where appropriate. The device has the
bands for your selected ITU region pre-programmed so you can see the band limits as
a blue background colour. The other chart that I use frequently is the dual chart
showing both R and X (complete with the sign of X). [see Pic 2] Another new feature
of the AA55 is that these charts automatically calculate the frequency of resonance
(when X =0) or the frequency of minimum SWR respectively. It is quite informative to
see where there is a difference between the point of minimum SWR and the point of
resonance. The various charts displayed can be saved into one of ten memory slots
on the device, from where they can be recalled later.
Other chart options are available; it can display Return Loss, Z and phase or a
Smith Chart. There is also an "All" screen which gives all the relevant numeric
measurement data at a single frequency. [see Pic 3] For any value of X it also gives
the equivalent capacitance or inductance. Another new feature is a multi-SWR mode
that would be useful for multiband aerials e.g. a triband beam, a multiband vertical, a
G5RV or OCFD. You can select up to five bands and the display can give either the
SWR at the band centre frequency or a set of mini SWR graphs for each band. [See Pic
4]
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There is also a very useful "Tools" menu which can be used to measure the
velocity factor of a cable, its length, its characteristic impedance and the loss for the
length of cable. You can use it to make 1/4wave or 1/2wave stubs accurately.
There is a "Setup" menu which allows you to choose a number of personal
options, e.g. language, colour palette of the screen, your ITU Region (which
determines the band limits), metric or imperial units. Impedances can be set for
series or parallel models. Another useful improvement over the AA54 is the increased
choice of the system impedance. The choices have gone up from just 50 and 75 ohms
to a total of 9 common options between 25 and 600 ohms.
Measuring the aerial characteristics
Going back to the dual band aerial, the next thing to consider is how to use it on
the adjacent band of 24MHz. This can be done by setting the centre frequency to be
24.940MHz and using the "All" function to find out what the R and X are (at the aerial
feed point) at this frequency. This gives the raw information needed to calculate a
suitable matching network that can be switched in/out at the base of the aerial.
Although this switching adds a bit more complexity, it removes the additional loss on
the coax caused by the SWR that would otherwise be present. For calculating
matching networks I use https:// www.circuitsage.com/matching/matcher2.html
which gives a range of high pass and low pass L-networks as well as Pi and T networks
that will match the given impedance to 50 ohms.
Matching the aerial
Making the required matching network necessitates the measuring of capacitors
and inductors of smallish values. I have had Peak Atlas LCR40 impedance meter for
many years, it works well for resistors and medium to large values of inductors and
capacitors. By doing some testing, I have confirmed what is stated in the manual that
its accuracy falls off at smaller values, so I thought I would try another facility of the
AA55, to measure the values of L and C components. The measurement procedure is
a little bit fiddly, and I found the measurements to be not very accurate. In
subsequent correspondence with Rig Expert support they have said that this option
on the device is really just an ancillary feature and not what the device is really
intended for. If the feature is to be used, then the connections from the AA55 to the
component need to be very short and accurately calibrated. A PL259 with two short
croc clip leads was not good enough.
As I wanted to be able to measure Ls and Cs with reasonable accuracy I had a look
at the newer Peak Atlas LCR45 impedance meter, and bought one. This upgraded
model has been designed to work better at lower values of L and C., and is only
slightly more expensive than the LCR40. In practice it is very easy to use and seems to
be quite accurate down to a few pf for capacitors and inductors down to around
0.5uH. It comes with standard croc clip leads and I think it is factory calibrated to the
croc clips, thus eliminating any effect of the leads themselves. With a carefully
designed fixture and calibration the NanoVNA could do the same job, but I just like
the inherent simplicity of the LCR45. More details of the LCR45 are available here..
https://www.peakelec.co.uk/acatalog/lcr45-lcr-impedance-meter.html
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The AA55 has a standard USB connector which allows the device to be connected
to a computer running Windows, IoS or Linux. There is a free software companion
called AntScope2. This gives control over the AA55 and better quality charts. Charts
saved on the device in standalone mode can be downloaded onto the computer
allowing them to be copied or used elsewhere. It is also the means by which the
device firmware can be updated. I have not investigated this software in any detail as
I like the fact that the AA55 is free standing. The device manual and software manual
are available here.. https://rigexpert.com/products/antenna-analyzers/aa-55zoom/downloads/
Here are some comparative measurements taken with the AA55 and the
NanoVNA at 14.175Mhz on my OCFD.

Picture 1

Picture 3

Picture 2

Picture 4

For measuring anything to do with aerials and coax the AA55 zoom feels robust
and works very well. The User interface is easy and for many tasks can be used with
just one hand if needed. For measuring components the Peak Atlas LCR45 is better
suited. I have no link with either of these companies and have bought their products
for my own use. Prices as at January 2021 are:- NanoVNA between £65 and £80.
AA55 Zoom between £280 and £330. Peak LCR45 between £85 and £110.
With these tools and measuring devices available I have been able to design and
build the multiband vertical I have envisaged.
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Acknowledgements... The AA55 screen images shown were taken from the online
manual with permission from Rig Expert. The picture of the LCR45 was taken from
the Peak Electronics website again with permission.

4S7WHG - THE DXPEDITION THAT NEVER WAS
PHIL WHITCHURCH, G3SWH
Phil has organised many successful DXpeditions over a number of years. But sometimes, despite
months of careful planning and preparation, officialdom and bad luck undermine it all. This article
first appeared in the January 2001 edition of CDXC Digest.

It all started to go wrong when Jan
and I arrived at Sri Lanka's
Bandaranaike International Airport,
about 30km north of the capital,
Colombo at about 5 a.m. on 9th
November (2000).
Having cleared immigration, we
were horrified to discover that the
airline had lost two of our three bags one containing the R-7000 vertical and
the other my clothes, tools, Vibroplex
key, MFJ269 and headphones. Jan's bag arrived safely! Having spent what seemed
like ages filling out a lost baggage report for the airline, we stumbled through the
"Green" channel and met up with our English speaking driver/guide, Karu. Having
explained our predicament, Karu immediately took us to our travel agent's desk in
the arrivals area where I signed a number of forms and handed over my passport and
the keys to our missing bags so that the agent could deal with the Customs
formalities when the bags did arrive.
In anticipation of having the R-7000 with me, which I carry in a six-foot long ski
bag, I had asked for a car with a roof rack. Such things are unknown in Sri Lanka and
we were provided with a six seater mini bus, which was a lot more comfortable than
a car, particularly on the long journeys over very poor roads. We then set off on a
31/2-hour drive to the Kandalama Hotel, near Dambulla, arriving in time for lunch.
With a six hour time shift, a 13-hour flight and no sleep on the plane, this was now
about 7 a.m. body-clock time and we were exhausted.
Expedition Planning
I first made contact with Datnmika Fernando, 4S7DF, the President of the Radio
Society of Sri Lanka (RSSL) in October 1999, via the RSSL web site www.qsl.net/rss1/
which contains a section on how foreign amateurs can obtain a licence to operate
from Sri Lanka. Dammika responded very promptly indicating that he was willing to
help with the licence application process, which involved submitting copies of
numerous documents, including my UK licence, a document from the British police
stating that I do not have a criminal record and a copy of the Icom IC-706 technical
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specification. This was all sent off by snail mail on 11th February 2000 and on 6th July
I received an e-mail from Dammika saying that their Ministry of Defence had
approved the licence application. It was then necessary to snail mail the document
back to UK for me to sign and return to Dammika together with the modest fee of
650 rupees (about £6.50), upon receipt of which the Sri Lankan Telecom authorities
would allocate the callsign. On 25th September, I received another e-mail from
Dammika telling me that I had been allocated 4S7WHG. I had asked for 4S7WH,
amongst others, but they always add a "G" for "guest" operators. I asked for him to
send it to me by snail mail or even a copy by e-mail But he was strangely reluctant to
do so, preferring to meet me on arrival and hand it to me then. This was not
practical, given the ungodly hour at which we arrived, so we arranged for Karu to
collect it the night before.
Tackling the bureaucracy
Clause (9) of the licence states, "The licensed station shall only be operated at the
address shown in the licence". Dammika had inserted his own address for
convenience as, at the time of application I had no idea where we would be staying.
As I was planning to be active from a variety of different locations around the
country, he later advised me to append "/A" to my call and to inform the Sri Lankan
Telecom authorities by fax of my itinerary, which I did. Unfortunately, I never
received any form of acknowledgement or confirmation from them. We actually
booked our trip through Jetwing Travels in Colombo, and Dammika told me of an
amateur who worked there. This turned out to be Romesh, 4S7RF, who is also
GOTAO and the Chief Executive of Jetwing Hotels. In an exchange of e-mails in mid
October, Romesh mentioned the theoretical need to obtain an "equipment release
letter" from the Sri Lankan Telecom authorities to present to the Customs on arrival.
He told me that this process can take 2-3 months and that most visiting amateurs
take their chances with the "Green" channel. He added that there had never been a
problem to his knowledge. As there were only a few weeks before we left UK,
obtaining an equipment release letter was not practical. I made various enquires of
the Bristol Chamber of Commerce, the Sri Lankan desk at the DTI and the UK Customs
at Bristol Airport. No one was able to give me any sort of sensible advice as to the
best way of documenting such equipment as I would be carrying, so I was left with
preparing a list with an official-looking UK Customs stamp on it and following
Romesh's advice and taking my chances with the Sri Lankan Customs.
Some exciting driving…..
Anyone participating in Sri Lankan traffic seemingly does so with some contempt
for life. Basically, the Singalese philosophy on traffic boils down to the idea that every
two lane road is wide enough for three cars, buses or trucks — all at the same time.
This naturally leaves enough space for two bicycles and cows on the loose, not to
mention pedestrians. At times, travelling on the island requires some extraordinary
driving skills but, in the end, there is always some manoeuvre you can make to avoid
the bus or truck that is coming straight at you, making you realise that you may have
just avoided reaching a premature end to your holiday. During the first few days of
our stay, driving on these roads caused us to miss an occasional heartbeat but after
that we (more or less) came to accept the situation as part of the experience.
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Settling in without out baggage…..
On arrival at the Kandalama, I had literally only the clothes in which I stood up,
plus two pairs of underpants, which Jan had carried in her bag. Fortunately,
essentials like toothpaste, razor etc. were also in her bag. A visit to the hotel shop
provided two tee shirts, but nothing like socks or shorts. The hotel is literally in the
middle of nowhere, so there was no chance of buying any other emergency clothes.
After a wonderful Ayurvedic head massage and an excellent dinner, I washed my
socks and we went to bed feeling somewhat numb.
Next morning, we went off to the spectacular rock fortress of Sirigiya. Built in the
5th century on top of a 200m high rock, the guidebooks compare it to something like
a European chateau plonked on top of Ayers Rock. We decided not to climb the
precarious staircase to the top and went on to the ancient capital of Polonnaruwa.
The ruins here date from the 11th century and include some remarkable Buddhist
temples and rock carvings. It started to rain whilst we were there and, due to the
necessity to remove one's shoes when visiting Buddhist temples, much of the visit
was conducted with wet feet. On the way back to Kandalama, my mind started to
work, and I began to think of what could be achieved radio-wise with the equipment I
had to hand. I carry the Icom IC-706, power supply, laptop, wire antennas, coax and
various odds and ends in my hand luggage, so had the basis of a station. Keying the
transmitter was possible using the laptop's keyboard and CT, but I was missing a pair
of headphones. Jan came to the rescue with a pair of simple earpieces from her
portable CD player. I was in business!
On the air – in a manner of speaking!
The Kandalama hotel is an architectural gem, built into the side of a mountain,
facing north and overlooking a 1st century man-made lake called a tank. The exterior
of the 1km long building is covered in carefully cultivated vegetation to hide the
concrete outline. Our room was on the third floor with a convenient tree in the
garden below, so a sloping dipole was practical and the take-off looked good. I
already had permission from the hotel manager to operate, so set about rigging the
antenna. This proved much more difficult than expected, mainly due to the nylon
string tangling in the vegetation and I had to abandon my efforts when dusk fell. We
left next morning for a three-night stay in Kandy, the ancient capital of the country,
so I was hopeful of some activity from the Citadel Hotel.
When we arrived, there was a message from the airport saying that they had
received my bags, which had been left in Amsterdam, but that the Customs would
not release the antenna or other items without a copy of my licence, so could I please
fax them a copy. The good news was that the bag containing my clothes was en route
from Colombo. The hotel's fax machine failed to co-operate but I was fortunate to be
able to send the copy document back with the driver who delivered my clothes.
Again, I had permission to operate from the hotel management and made contact
with the chief engineer almost as soon as we arrived. He could not have been more
helpful, even arranging for one of his electricians to scramble over the hotel roof to
help rigging the antenna — much to the alarm of some of the other guests! There
was no opportunity to operate that day as we went off to see the Temple of the
Tooth and a typical Sri Lankan cultural show. Later that evening, the hotel laid on
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some live music, which was very loud in our room, resulting in a late night change to
a quieter room on the ground floor. The antenna thus had to be taken down again
very early the next morning before we set off for the day's visit to the Pinewella
Elephant Orphanage at Kegalle. The highlight of the morning was to see about 50
elephants of all sizes being driven down the village street to bathe in the shallow
river.
The antenna I rigged at the Citadel was a simple wire dipole for 20, 30 or 40
metres, adjusted by means of crocodile clips and supported by a length of nylon
string. I have successfully used this particular antenna in Tanzania, Reunion and lastly
on the Wasini Island expedition in Kenya. I was rather taken aback to see that the 20
metre section had been folded back on itself, presumably to resonate on 17 metres
during the visit to Wasini Island. The new room was not so well situated for a
horizontal antenna, but a sloping dipole from a tree was possible. The assumed 17metre dipole didn't resonate on 17 metres, or on any other amateur band, but I did
manage to tune it by means of an ATU. After a few unanswered CQ calls on 18073
kHz, I moved up the band and found Kjell, SMOCCE just finishing a QSO with another
4S7 station. I called him and he came straight back and gave me 549 — my first QSO
at 11:08 UTC on 13th November! After a short chat, Kjell kindly left me with the
frequency, and I had about 40 QSOs, mainly with eastern Europe but including G3IZI
over the next hour or so, but I was obviously not getting out as well as would have
liked.
We then moved on to Nuwara Eliya in the hill country for one night. Even though I
had permission to operate at the Galway Forest Lodge, overhead power lines
surround the building and we were scheduled to leave at dawn the following
morning, so amateur radio was not on the agenda for that day. There was a fax from
Jetwing to say that the Customs would not release the antenna to them as they
required some more documentation. I spoke to Dammika, 4S7DF by telephone, who
told me not to worry as a friend of his was the chief Customs Officer at the airport
and he would try to arrange the release of the equipment on my behalf. I asked him
to arrange to forward it to our last hotel at Unawatuna, where we were to spend five
nights relaxing after a fairly gruelling tour.
Hoping for better luck at other hotels
We then moved on for two nights at the Yala Safari Beach Hotel, close to the
entrance to the Yala West National Park on the south-eastern coast. What a superb
hotel! We arrived in the late afternoon after a long journey via Horton Plains, where
we made a 10km trek to see World's End, an awesome 700-metre precipice with
magnificent views. Our room faced onto the beach and was about 150 metres from
the sea itself. There were two lines of stunted trees between which I rigged a
horizontal dipole running east/west. By this time, I had calculated the length of a 20metre dipole, and adjusted the so-called 17-metre dipole to this band. Without an
ATU, the SWR was 1.3:1 and the first QSO was with RIANZ at 12:40 UTC, just about
dusk, on 15th November.
The choice of 20m proved to be a bad one, as activity was almost non-existent at
the times when I was active. A short session before dawn (about 23:00 UTC) the next
day produced QSOs with several Caribbean stations, Canada and the eastern
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seaboard of the USA, but only 15 QSOs in total. One of our principal interests on our
travels is bird watching and we were well rewarded in the Yala area with painted
storks, blue swamp hens and three species of bee-eaters, as well as elephant, buffalo
and wild boar. The hotel does not have a swimming pool, which was probably just as
well, as there were several crocodiles in the adjacent lagoon that would probably
have taken up residence. The morning we left, it was raining and I was up before
dawn, running around the beach in swimming trunks with a torch between my teeth
taking down the antenna.
We were looking forward to spending a
few days relaxing at the Unawatuna Beach
Hotel, near Galle on the south-western coast.
This hotel was our choice, rather than a
recommendation from Jetwing, and it very
quickly proved to have been a mistake. Our
room was on the third floor overlooking the
garden and was really quite comfortable,
except that it stank of paint. We had
expected a much larger property, with some
space for antennas. As it turned out, it was extremely overcrowded and noisy. The
last straw was a disco during the first evening, the noise from which was inescapable.
Jan was in hysterics by 10 p.m. When I complained, the duty manager cheerfully told
me it would be over by 12:30 a.m.! There were no alternative, quieter rooms
available and we moved out the following morning. With Jetwing's agreement and
the help of a local tuk-tuk (three wheeled taxi) driver, we found and moved into a
smaller hotel called Milton's, about 500m away, which was much more suited to us.
Customs continue to be awkward!
Telephone calls to Jetwing revealed that the Customs would still not release the
antenna and they recommended I go to Colombo to try to sort it out myself. I
reluctantly agree to travel earlier than planned on our last day with a view to
negotiating its release so as to be able to take it home with me on the outgoing
aircraft. With the hotel owner's permission, I set up a sloping dipole for 12m in a tree
on the edge of the Indian Ocean. This was facing south-west, which was not the best
direction for Europe, but managed to generate a respectable pile up between midafternoon and dusk on Saturday l8th November. My signal was obviously not very
strong and G3HTA gave me 229. He was a respectable 579 himself. When the band
died I'd made 214 QSOs. I was hoping for a repeat performance on Sunday 19th, but
there was a tremendous electrical storm that afternoon which not only made
operating slightly dangerous, but was accompanied by torrential rain which reduced
visibility to about 50 metres for several hours. The centrepiece of the dipole filled up
with water and had to be dried out the next day when the rain had stopped. Sessions
on the afternoons of 20th & 21st produced 174 and 134 QSOs respectively. I tried
extending the dipole to work on 15m and 17m, but was obviously not getting out so
well as on 12m when the band was open. Fluctuations in the electricity supply
voltage sometimes meant that there was not enough voltage to operate the interface
between the computer and the radio, which was most frustrating and led to reports
of QSD.
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We travelled back to Colombo on the morning of 22nd November and were taken
to the airport to meet the Customs officials. Bandaranaike Airport is subject to very
strict security precautions. One guidebook says it's probably one of the most secure
airports in the world. It's certainly bristling with armed troops and machine gun
nests! After much delicate negotiation, I was able to persuade the Customs to allow
me to collect the antenna etc. on production of my boarding card. They took some
convincing that I needed to check the antenna as hold baggage i.e. before I was given
my boarding card, but eventually agreed for me to call back at 2 a.m. next day, when
checking in the rest of our bags, when they would release the equipment. Under no
circumstances would they even consider releasing the goods to me that afternoon!
So much for Romesh's claim of there never having been a problem with the Customs!
A final fling with the customs
However, I remain convinced there would have been no problem at all if the
airline hadn't lost the bags. At 2 a.m. I duly reported to the Customs officer in the
departures hall. Check in desks at Bandaranaike International Airport open promptly
three hours before departure time, so we had to hang around for another 45 minutes
before we could even think about checking in. Once through the security check, I was
whisked off to the arrivals area and produced my authority to collect the equipment.
After much further deliberation and form filling, I was allowed into the store to
identify the bags. The ski bag was immediately obvious, but the two boxes containing
the MFJ, Vibroplex etc. had been put into a large plastic bag and both secured with
wire seals. There was a difficulty when I tried to take both parcels, as the Customs
paperwork only related to one parcel! After much further negotiation and the
payment of a 500 rupee "storage charge" (about £5), I managed to extricate myself
and the two bags to the departures area and check in the bags.
The flight home left at 06:45 local time and called at Male in the Maldives and
Abu Dhabi in the UAE before arriving at Amsterdam at 17:20 local the same day.
There was a short delay before our flight to Bristol, which arrived at 20:25 local. To
crown it all, our very carefully arranged lift home got the day wrong and we had to
take a taxi from the airport. Once we got home, we had been travelling for 26 hours,
and were again exhausted and in need of a holiday to recover. We were waking up at
4 a.m. every day for the following week! I made a total of 584 CW QSOs with 63 DXCC
entities, 507 of which were on 12m, which was nowhere near the level of activity that
I had planned. Once again I have proved to myself (if to no-one else) the need to
have a simple but flexible antenna system where band changes can be easily made to
suit the prevailing propagation. Chris Page, G4BUE at the Adur Village Press pulled
out all the stops and both printed and despatched the QSL cards within 24 hours of
receiving the fax of my very rough design. The first direct cards were sent out within
a week of returning home. QSLs are available from either my Callbook address with
return postage and SAE or via the RSGB bureau.
My particular thanks go to my XYL Jan; Dammika, 4S7DF; Romesh, 4S7RF/GOTAO
and to the management teams of the Citadel Hotel, Kandy, the Yala Safari Beach
Hotel, Yala and Milton's Hotel, Unawatuna, without whose help and co-operation this
operation would not have been possible.
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Get great receive audio with a..

..bhi DSP noise cancelling product!

bhi

ParaPro EQ20 audio DSP range with parametric equalisation
- Powerful high performance audio processing system
- Greatly improved audio for those with hearing loss
- 20W audio and parametric equalisation on all units
- Separate DSP noise cancelling and Bluetooth versions
- Simple control of all DSP functions
- Two separate mono inputs or one stereo input
- Use with passive speakers or headphones
- Basic EQ units EQ20 £159.95, EQ20B* £199.95
- DSP noise cancelling versions EQ20-DSP £259.95,
EQ20B*-DSP £299.95 * Denotes Bluetooth on input

“easy-to-use device that improves the audio clarity of
*
amateur signals” EQ20B-DSP
QST Dec 2019 review

High-performance audio processing...
...with first-class DSP noise cancelling...
...for a great listening experience

Dual In-Line New lower price £179.95

Compact In-Line £179.95
Easy to use
in-line DSP
noise
cancelling
unit with
simple rotary
encoder control
of audio and
functions

Fully featured flexible dual channel DSP
noise cancelling unit - 8 Filter levels 9 to

40dB - 3.5mm mono or stereo inputs - Line level
input/output - 7 watts mono speaker output Headphone socket - Suitable for all types of
radio incl’ SDR - Easy to use controls for quick
and easy operation - Enjoy clear intelligble
“noise-free”speech from your radio
- Replacement for bhi NEIM1031 In-Line

New NES10-2MK4 £119.95

New improved
NES10-2MK4
- 5W audio power & the
latest bhi DSP
noise cancelling
(8 to 40dB)
- Up to 65dB tone
reduction - Single
switch on top of
speaker for power,
audio and DSP
for ease of use
- Power on, filter on and
audio overload LED

New DESKTOP MKII £199.95

Now includes the latest
bhi DSP noise cancelling
technology for even
better receive audio!

HP1

Check out or range
of audio accssories!

bhi Ltd, Burgess Hill,
Tel:
RH15 9RR, UK

- Powerful high-performance audio processor
- Unique DSP noise cancelling technology - Low latency of 32mS
- Remove noise and interference - Hear weak signals clearly
- Rotary encoders perform all functions
- Easy to use with “real time” adjustment
- Use with headphones or a loudspeaker
- 3.5mm line level and speaker level inputs

10W Amplified
DSP noise
cancelling base
station speaker
- Easy to use controls
- 8 DSP filter levels
- “Real time”
audio adjustment
- Suitable for all
radios incl’ SDR
- Headphone socket
- Speaker level and line
level input sockets

01444 870333 - www.bhi-ltd.com

EA&O

The New & Exciting

No.1
on Ron Sherwood Engineering
for receiver performance

From Yaesu

Yaesu
+
ML&S
a Perfect Partnership

Now available from
stock
Limited numbers
See www.HamRadio.co.uk/
FTdx10

➘
Click & Collect

You can order via
our web site or
Click & Collect

MARTIN LYNCH & SONS LTD. THE WORLD’S FAVOURITE HAMSTORE

0345 2300 599
www.HamRadio.co.uk
SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING. E&OE

Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP
E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5pm. Sat: 9am to 4.30pm.
International Tel: +44 1932 567 333

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND FACEBOOK HamRadioUK
Don’t Forget “Something for the Weekend” weekly newsletter & video on www.MLandS.tv
In addition to our SFTW TV Show is our new Streaming Broadcast every Saturday LIVE. Subscribe today!

